
There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

Ever put off recruiting on Facebook & Instagram just because of how 
complex it seemed? From the outside, looking in, it can definitely feel like 
that. Which is why our data-driven recruitment experts are here to help. 

We have thought of all the possible questions that might go through your 
head and answered them all in one neat document. 

From setting up your Facebook business account, to allocating the right 
budget and analyzing your A/B testing results (Yes, we also explain what 
that is!), we’ll give you the rundown on the ‘ins and outs’ of recruiting on 
Facebook & Instagram. Just what you need, right?

All your questions about recruiting on 
Facebook & Instagram answered!

Q&A How to recruit on  
Facebook & Instagram
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First steps

I am just starting out with online recruitment. What is 
the first step I should take?
Welcome aboard the online recruitment train! First things first, you need to have 
a vacancy page on your website with all the information about the job function, 
the requirements, the benefits, your company and the way to apply for the job. 
A tip is to also include some authentic pictures. Next, you can start with creating 
an online questionnaire to use as a first screening. In this questionnaire you can 
put questions about the education and experience of the candidate for example. 
You could also ask for the candidate’s motivation or even test some theoretical 
aspects of the job already.

What is the difference between active candidates and 
passive candidates?

Active candidates are actively looking for a new challenge and have already pre-
pared themselves for a change of jobs, while passive candidates aren’t neces-
sarily scanning the job market. They are potentially interested in a tempting offer, 
but they’re not in any hurry to leave their current position. The group of willing, 
active candidates makes up about 20% of the total working population, while the 
group of laidback, passive candidates takes the lead with 80%. Research has 
found that over 70% of candidates are likely to engage when presented with an 
exciting opportunity. (That same research also showed that 10% will be absolute-
ly impossible to convince.) 

In other words, the group of passive and potentially competent candidates is 
three times larger than the group of active candidates. Now the question is, how 
do you approach these people who aren’t really looking for a new job? This is 
where social media advertising comes along! Because this is where those passi-
ve candidates are hanging out in their spare time, every single day!
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Why is paid media better than owned media?

Paid media aims to increase reach by creating ads or boosted content. Think of 
search engine advertising, affiliate marketing, and social media campaigns. You 
are in control of your reach, based on the size and value of your investment. 
Whereas owned media exists out of content that is managed by you or your 
organization. As opposed to content published on social media platforms, you 
have complete control over what happens to it. You are in charge of its mes-
sage, enabling you to tell your story in your own way. Common examples are 
websites and blog posts.

Paid media is better than owned media in a way, as with paid media you pro-
mote your content which will always allow you to reach a much larger audience 
than your owned (Read: organic) content might. Also, paid media allows you to 
specifically target your perfect candidate, which you can’t do with organic con-
tent as this just can reach everyone. What’s more, paid media will drive audien-
ces back to your owned media (your vacancy page on your website for exam-
ple), thus promoting your content and generating traffic. Score!

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

Why are paid ads the best way to go? Why not just 
start posting?

Paid Facebook ads allow you to start your search for candidates straight away. 
Not only that, but you can target your exact desired audience and ideal candi-
dates with your vacancy. Organic posting, on the other hand, requires that you 
have a particular amount of followers or likes, which will determine the reach of 
your post. Sounds easy enough, except recent research shows that only about 
3% of your followers really see what you post on your page. With targeted ads, 
you don’t have to worry about this as this will expand your reach enormously, 
as you are paying for a higher exposure. And even with a small budget, you can 
immediately see the results of paid ads when it comes to reach in comparison to 
the reach of organic posting.

Online recruitment - the basics
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Social media recruitment

What social media platform do you recommend the 
most for recruiting?
Facebook & Instagram both have 
a broader audience when it comes 
to demographic characteristics. In 
addition, the two platforms together 
have over 4 billion users worldwide 
(versus LinkedIn with only 800 mil-
lion users in the world). Not only is 
the audience much larger on these 
social media platforms, this is also 
where the passive candidates (tho-
se who take up 80% of the workfor-
ce and who are not actively looking 
for a job, but are open to opportuni-
ties) are hanging out.

Is combining channels the best way to recruit? Or is it 
best to just use one or two social media platforms?

It is best to recruit through social media, but your website should still be a source 
for your candidates! Moreover, we recommend testing every social media plat-
form at the start of your campaign. By testing every platform from the beginning, 
you can analyze on which platform your target audience is active.

Online recruitment - the basics
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How can I begin updating my company on Facebook if 
they don’t really invest in that or on their website?

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

Are Facebook & Instagram good for recruiting passive 
candidates?

Yes, Facebook & Instagram are actually the best places to find  candidates. This 
is because you won’t find these passive seekers on job-sites such as Indeed or 
Monster, as they are not (as their name suggests) actively searching for a job 
opportunity. However, they are on social media, every day, scrolling. Moreover, 
research has found that over 70% of passive candidates are likely to engage 
when presented with an exciting opportunity.

Online recruitment - the basics

You don’t need a great investment to update your company website or your 
Facebook page! The latter is totally free, you can simply update your company’s 
Facebook page without having to pay a dime. And when you start advertising 
on this platform, you can easily monitor everything to make sure you keep your 
investments buckled up! For your company website, hiring a website developer 
is not necessary at all. You can simply build your own website using friendly tools 
such as WordPress, Wix or webflow for example. Next, you can add a vacancy 
page on your website to give more information about the job function, the requi-
rements, the benefits, your company and how to apply for the job. Next, when 
you’re creating your recruitment ads you only need authentic visuals (which you 
can take with your smartphone) and catchy copy. A huge benefit of using Face-
book and Instagram for your recruitment, is that you can always keep track of 
your budget.
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How to incorporate Facebook ads into your overall HR 
strategy?
It is important to consider the campaign’s objective within your overall HR strate-
gy. When you are starting out with Facebook ads for recruitment, it is of course 
important to keep those in line with your company’s overall HR strategy. Think 
about your employer branding, your requirements for new candidates, the to-
ne-of-voice your company uses in its communication and so on. This of course all 
needs to be reflected in your Facebook advertisement campaign as well, becau-
se you want to put the same message across as you do on all other channels.

Candidates highly value authenticity in requirement, so it’s really important to 
keep the message and the ways of communicating the same in every effort you 
make. Next, you have to of course consider the budget you need for Facebook 
ads in order to see if it fits in your overall HR budget. A handy tool for that is our 
Financial Facebook Formula, which you can read more about on page 39.

Can we run a successful Facebook campaign if our 
company’s HR brand is low?

Yes, this immediately proves the power of Facebook advertising for recruitment. 
When you compare organic posting on Facebook with Facebook advertising 
campaigns, you’ll see that your company’s HR brand is far more important for 
the first than for the latter. Because when you’ll post something organic on your 
company Facebook page, the reach will be defined by the popularity of your page 
(expressed by the amount of followers for example). This is a downside of the 
free organic side of Facebook. However, if you choose for advertising, this will ex-
pand your reach, as you do pay for increased exposure compared to the organic 
way. Regardless of your HR brand, you will be able to run a successful recruit-
ment advertisement campaign on Facebook. Nonetheless, you still need to put 
some effort with regards to the creation of your campaign. You’ll need a vacancy 
page on your website which you can use to lead people who click on your ads to. 
On top of that, you’ll also need some authentic visuals and creative ad copy to 
really shape your advertisements.

Online recruitment - the basics
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Is Facebook & Instagram recruiting worth it when  
you’re a small company that only recruits a few people  
every couple months?

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

How is recruiting on LinkedIn different from Facebook 
or Instagram?

LinkedIn simply offers a different kind of audience than Facebook or Instagram, a 
more niche segment of the population. LinkedIn is, by nature, more professional, 
which means that it is mostly used by recruiters and there is a smaller amount of 
job seekers active on that social medium. On Facebook and Instagram, the majo-
rity of users exist out of job seekers instead of recruiters.

Online recruitment - the basics

Yes of course! Especially if you only recruit only a few people a couple times a 
year, then recruiting on Facebook and Instagram is definitely the way to go. As 
you can then fully adjust recruitment advertising to your needs and simply set it 
up a few times a year. You can start a new recruitment campaign when you need 
to, and end it right the second when you’ve got enough interesting candidates in 
the pipeline. On top of that, you can monitor your budget along the way to make 
sure you don’t overspend. Quite handy, right?
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Why choose Facebook instead of LinkedIn?

On LinkedIn the majority of users are recruiters instead of job seekers. Whilst on 
Facebook, job seekers are the majority. So for the purpose of attracting candi-
dates for your vacancy, Facebook is a more interesting channel to use. On both 
channels you will reach passive and active candidates, but the scope is much 
larger on Facebook than on LinkedIn because on the former you will be able to 
reach a more significant ‘chunk’ of the workforce.

Do I need to have a certain amount of Instagram follo-
wers in order to attract candidates?

Not at all. If you advertise your vacancy on Instagram, it expands your reach of 
your ads on its own, regardless of the amount of followers you have on Insta-
gram, that does not have any influence on that. It’s important to note that publis-
hing an ad on Instagram is different from organic posting. Organic posting doesn’t 
yield the same results as advertising, because only 3% of your followers get to 
see what you organically post on your company page. And when it comes to or-
ganic posting, the amount of followers does have an impact on how many people 
you’ll reach with that post.

Online recruitment - the basics
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Are there particular functions that are difficult to  
recruit for on Facebook & Instagram?

Does the ‘swipe up’ stories’ function on Instagram 
work well?

The swipe up stories function on Instagram does work well, we see a lot of fa-
vorable numbers when we take a look at the Click Through Rate (the number 
of clicks in relation to how many candidates you have reached) and the amount 
of applications via this type of advertisement. However, it’s always important to 
keep in mind that the performance depends on a lot of different elements, such 
as the job function, the region, the target audience, what’s in it for the candidate 
in comparison to similar jobs at other companies, ... . All these aspects can affect 
the performance of the swipe up stories function in your particular situation.

Online recruitment - the basics

Any job function can be targeted on Facebook or Instagram, given the fact that 
you perfect your targeting. However, certain elements such as the work location, 
can make the search for your ideal candidate a bit trickier, regardless of the chan-
nel you’re using to look for them. Additionally, the benefits that you can offer the 
candidate and how you can differentiate yourself as an employer from other com-
panies also has an influence on the level of difficulty to recruit a certain function 
on Facebook and Instagram. Extra elements that can strengthen your campaign 
are authentic pictures, candidates love to see the reality of a workplace and the 
team, and data from previous campaigns to build the right target audience with.
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There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?
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Set-up

What is Ads Manager and how will it facilitate my  
Facebook campaign?
Facebook Ads Manager is a feature of having a Facebook Business account, 
which you need to publish your ad campaign. This feature allows you to manage 
all your campaigns in one place. This includes the creation of your ads, the targe-
ting specifications, and the performance of your ads. Through Ads Manager, you 
can create your campaign on three levels: Campaign, Ad set & Ads. 

First of all, on the campaign level you need to determine the objective. We re-
commend to go for ‘Conversions’ as the objective, with the exception if you ex-
pect to have under 50 conversions a week, then you should go for the objective 
traffic as the Facebook Algorithm will adjust your campaign accordingly in that 
scenario. Next up is the ad set level, in which you select your target audience, 
the channels you want your ad to appear on and the budget. The lowest level is 
the ad level in which you can really create your ads by inserting your ad copy, 
visuals and call-to-action (for example a sign-up button with a link to the vacancy 
page on your website). 

There are a lot of up- and downsides of Facebook Ads Manager. It bundles the 
creation of your campaign in one platform and also gives you an overview of 
the metrics to track its performance. However, if you do not have any marketing 
knowledge, it can be quite a hurdle to get started with it. This is why we have 
created our sympl software in such an easy-to-use manner that everyone, even 
those without marketing knowhow, can create and publish their vacancy page, 
online interview chatbot and campaigns to Facebook and Instagram (even Linke-
dIn if you want to) in under 30 minutes.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns
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What ad goal in Facebook Ads Manager is best in order to 
appeal to more candidates?

As you can see there are various ad goals that you can choose from when 
setting up your recruitment campaign in Facebook Ads Manager. We would like 
to highlight the 3 most likely objectives: traffic, conversions and lead generati-
on. You can select traffic if you want to send people to a website or an app, or 
let them tap to call you for example. If you want to use forms, calls, or chats to 
gather info from people interested in your ad, you can use lead generation as 
an objective. And finally conversions can be used to show your ads to people 
who are most likely to take action, like applying for your vacancy.
 
If you want to appeal to the most candidates, then we recommend conversions 
as the ideal ad goal or objective for you. We’ve tested different advertisements 
and if you select conversions as the ad goal, it works significantly better than 
traffic or lead generation. We know, traffic does seem to be the best goal at first 
glance, but the conversions from visiting the vacancy page to actually applying 
for the job were lacking. On the contrary, these types of conversions were a lot 
higher if we selected conversions as the advertisement objective. Lead genera-
tion did not work at all, because we had a loss of conversion. We emailed eve-
ryone who filled out the form on Facebook to ask them to complete their online 
questionnaire, but they didn’t do that.

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns
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Is ‘lead generation’ less effective than ‘conversions’?

They are two different things. When setting up a Facebook ad campaign, you 
have to choose an objective. If you choose the objective Lead Generation, then 
people will have to fill out a Facebook form after they have clicked on your adver-
tisement. In this form, you can ask them multiple questions for example name, 
work experience, education, ... . This evidently means that there is an extra step 
for a candidate to apply, because they will first have to fill out the form in order 
to land on your vacancy page. Opposed to when you choose the objective con-
version, people will directly land on your vacancy page. This means that with the 
objective conversion, you will experience a smaller loss of people, as you imme-
diately lead them to your vacancy instead of having to fill out a form first.

Social media recruitment campaigns

Do you need a Facebook Pixel if you are running ads 
with ‘lead generation’?
You do not need the Facebook Pixel in order to run ads that use the objective 
lead generation. However, the Facebook Pixel is always a good idea to install 
because it serves multiple purposes. This tiny snippet of code which you add to 
your website will track, trace and store all sorts of information about your website 
visitor’s behavior. Because the objective lead generation does not have anything 
to do with the audience you’d target and hence the Facebook Pixel will not have 
an impact on this. But the Facebook Pixel does however impact your audience 
targeting options. Because this allows you to build a custom audience, based on 
the visitors of your vacancy page for example to retarget them.

15



Where on our website do we place the pixel code? The 
careers home page? Or the landing page for the specific 
vacancy?

You should install the Facebook Pixel in the head section or header of your 
website so it’s embedded on every page of your site, as this header is used on 
every page of your website. We at sympl use Google Tag Manager to install all 
of our pixels on our website in just a few clicks. A bonus when using this tool is 
that it is GDPR compliant, if you specify this in the privacy statement on your 
website.

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns

How does the Facebook pixel know that anyone might be 
interested but doesn’t have the time to click through?

The Facebook Pixel tracks, traces and stores all sorts of information about your 
website visitor’s behavior. For example, when a visitor clicks, scrolls or moves 
around the pixel triggers into action mode and will store this information. This 
data can reveal that someone is interested, based on the behavioral patterns. 
Important to note is that all this data is aggregated, which means that Facebook 
knows all of this information on user level, but will never identify a user to you 
as a company. So you will never have access to the data of each user to know 
what they did exactly. 
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Creation

Are there particular functions that are difficult to re-
cruit for on Facebook & Instagram?

For how long should a campaign run?

How can we create authentic pictures?

Any job function can be targeted on Facebook or Instagram, given the fact that 
you perfect your targeting. However, certain elements such as the work locati-
on, can make the search for your ideal candidate a bit trickier, regardless of the 
channel you’re using to look for them.

A campaign should run for about 30 days. This should give you enough time to 
A/B test, analyze your results and optimize them. But if you have a really good 
campaign, it’s possible that you can stop your campaign after 2 weeks already!

The key to creating authentic visuals for your job ads is to use your best asset: 
your current employees! You can also always use pictures of team-building activi-
ties, team outings, or just your team hard at work. Did you know that visuals with 
individuals in them outperform those without by 5 times? You don’t even have 
to hire a professional photographer, you can just take pictures with your smart-
phone. Compare it to when you’re scrolling on Facebook, then you will also see 
authentic pictures of your friends, family, ... . You don’t want to make an artificial 
advertisement, instead you really want to connect to your target audience.

2
Social media recruitment campaigns
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What are Facebook’s guidelines for an ad visual?

We recommend a squared format to use in your advert visual. Previously, 
Facebook had a hard rule in place about the text in your visual, namely that 
it shouldn’t take up more than 20% of the image. If you didn’t follow this rule, 
your ad could be rejected. However, nowadays the rule isn’t as strict as it used 
to be, given that there is no risk of getting rejected anymore. It should be noted 
though, that ideally there isn’t too much text in your advertisement visual be-
cause the picture always remains the most important element. Small tip: If you 
use the sympl software to build your ads, it will immediately adjust the size of 
your visual to the most used format for each selected platform.

Next to these theoretical guidelines from Facebook itself, we also have some 
tips for you when it comes down to visuals! First of all, it’s important to have au-
thentic visuals, being it from team building activities, the office, the team itself, 
an employee at work, ... . Candidates really value that authenticity in a possible 
employer. You don’t need to allocate a huge amount of your budget to it, you 
can simply use your smartphone to take those pictures or make those videos. 
Next, visuals with people on it perform way better than static visuals without 
any human touch. So get your employees smiling!

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns
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Targeting

What is the audience manager tool on Facebook?

Can you target a job title and/or years of experience in 
Facebook Ads Manager?

When defining your target audience in Facebook (which you do in the ad secti-
on), you used to be able to insert certain job titles that your ideal candidate might 
have. However, given the newest Facebook targeting regulation and the creation 
of special ad audiences as a result, you cannot use job titles anymore to build 
your audience as Facebook wants to help to protect people on Facebook from 
unlawful discrimination. Additionally, you cannot target age anymore either.

3
Social media recruitment campaigns

When you create an advertisement campaign on Facebook, you can use the Au-
dience Manager tool when you’re building your audience. This tool allows you to 
choose which audiences you want to show your ad. Facebook audience manager 
is a great tool to build, manage, and apply strategic audience targeting to your 
ad campaigns. Also, utilizing Facebook audience manager will help you create a 
more targeted campaign that utilizes your own existing customer data. And finally, 
if you’re looking for completely new users, the audience manager will help you 
find them! In this tool, you can build saved audiences, custom audiences and 
lookalike audiences. Keep on reading if you want to discover what these audien-
ces are!
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What are saved audiences?

When you are building your audience as a part of the set-up of your Facebook 
advertisement campaign, you have multiple types of audiences to choose from. 
Through saved audiences, you can determine the combination of characteris-
tics and qualities your ideal candidate has and then save it so you can reuse it 
in another ad set from the same or a different campaign.

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns

What are lookalike audiences?

Another type of audience that you can use in a Facebook advertisement cam-
paign is a custom audience. This type of audience is recommended if you have 
already collected a range of data on your ideal candidate. With custom audien-
ces, you will target your ad to candidates that have already connected to your 
organization or vacancy. For example, you can create an audience from your 
customer contacts, website traffic, or mobile app. Whether it’s page visitors, or 
repeat customers, you can use custom audiences to target a specific type of 
user.

Lookalike audiences are another type of audiences you can use in a Facebook 
advertisement campaign. With lookalike audiences, you can reach new peop-
le who are likely to be interested in your vacancy because they share similar 
characteristics with an existing custom audience. Facebook will look for people 
with similar qualities as the selected custom audience, based on their demo-
graphics, interests and behaviors. When building the lookalike audience, you 
can even define the percentage of how closely you want your new lookalike 
audience to match your custom audience, which is ideal if you want to expand 
your reach significantly! 

What are custom audiences?
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What are Special Ad Categories?

Social media recruitment campaigns

When publishing an advertisement campaign to Facebook, ads will fall under the 
Special Ad Category if they pertain to credit, housing, and employment opportu-
nities (we bet you 10 bucks that the latter applies to you). These types of ads are 
deemed ‘Special Ads’ because they are prone to unintentional discrimination, as 
these advertisements often depend on targeting that restricts your ads from being 
shown to protected classes, such as age, nationality, religion, gender, and/or 
disability. As a result, you won’t be able to target age, gender or postal codes and 
a number of other restrictions are at place as well. You can read the whole back-
ground story in our blogpost if you’d like, but don’t worry we’ve applied everything 
in this Q&A as well!
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How can I track audiences?

When you want to track what your audience does after viewing the ad, the so-
lution to this is two-fold. First of all, it is important to add UTM (Urchin Tracking 
Module) parameters to the url you will use in your Facebook advertisement. 
This url will lead people to your landing page, which will be the vacancy page 
on your website. However, you still need to add the UTM parameters to this 
url, in order to be able to track what your audience does. UTM parameters are 
small pieces of text, so-called ‘tags’, that you paste behind a link from your own 
website in order to collect more information about where your visitors come 
from. In this way, you can really see how many visitors and candidates you get 
from each advertisement. It’s obvious that this is very important when you A/B 
test, in order to track which version has the best performance.

The second aspect that you have to keep in mind in order to track your au-
dience is to install the Facebook Pixel. This is a tiny snippet of code that you 
can add to your website. When a site visitor performs clicks, scrolls, or moves 
around, the pixel is triggered to store all relevant data connected to that parti-
cular action. The visitor, however, does not see, hear, or notice the informati-
on-hoarding little pixel in any way. The Facebook Pixel has multiple purposes, 
but one is especially handy if you want to track your audience. The thing is, 
when potential candidates land on your website after clicking on your ad, you 
can easily spy on how they navigate and interact with your website via the 
pixel. The pixel will show you which ads lead to conversions and via which devi-
ces (phones or computers) users tend to click on your bait.

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
Social media recruitment campaigns
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How do you target candidates in a specific location?

What if we hire remotely in the whole country? Do   
we still have to input the city and radius area when  
setting up the campaign?

Social media recruitment campaigns

When setting up your targeting for your Facebook ad campaign, you can also 
define the location. You can include the desired location in the ad set section and 
specify the radius you want to target around this location. If you want to target 
people that live near your office, then you can select the city in which your office 
is located and then insert a radius of 20km for example. Please note that for re-
cruitment campaigns, your radius has to be at least 15km. Next to cities, you can 
also include regions, countries, continents, ... . And you can also include multiple 
locations, if you have multiple branches for example. For each selected location, 
you can then select the desired radius.

In the set-up of your Facebook ad campaign, you can also select the location as 
an expectation of your targeting. You can insert cities, regions, countries, conti-
nents and much more as a location and then specify the radius around it. Hence, 
if you want to hire remotely in an entire country, you can simply target the whole 
country. However, if you only want to show your ads in and around the bigger 
cities in a country and not in the rural areas of the country, you can add multiple 
capitals and cities from different regions and select a radius for each one.
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Which social media channel is best for each age  
demographic?

How can I appeal to Gen-Z?

Every age demographic is active on Facebook and Instagram. However the 
size of the presence of a segment of a certain age group differs. For Gen Z 
(born between 1995-2015), there are 33.3 million active Instagram users and 
28.7 million Facebook users. These platforms are the third and fourth most 
used by Gen Z, respectively. For millennials (born between 1980-1994), Face-
book remains the most popular social media, with 58.5 active users. Instagram 
ranks second with 43.3 million active users. Gen X (born between 1965-1979) 
also favors Facebook and Instagram in a similar manner. Lastly, Baby Boomers 
(born between 1944-1964) most used platform is Facebook. These numbers 
show the importance of being present with your recruitment strategy on social 
media and specifically Facebook and Instagram, regardless of the age demo-
graphic you’re looking for. However, we still recommend to A/B test because 
even though these are scientific numbers, it is still possible that a certain chan-
nel works better for a specific target group, even though you did not expect it to, 
based on these age numbers.

Gen-Z’ers (born between 1995-2015) are social natives. As of 2021, there are 
28.7 million active Gen Z’ers on Facebook, and 33.3 million on Instagram. A 
general rule to follow when recruiting them? Be present where they are, social 
media thus! Make sure your vacancy pages are mobile-friendly, streamline your 
recruitment techniques through the use of chatbots and recruitment videos, and 
most importantly, stay genuine -- Gen Z’ers can smell ‘fake nice’ from a mile 
away! Another tip we can give you, is to really highlight the benefits of the job 
and the company. Gen Z’ers are much more triggered to job hop, which means 
they are very interested in the best opportunity they can get. A few benefits they 
will definitely be interested in are: a feedback culture, international opportuni-
ties, educational courses, a high-tech environment, team events, ... .

1
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Are ‘interests’ only specific things that people added to 
their profile or are interests also based on things that peo-

ple like, events that they attended, etc.?

What number of ‘interests’ is recommended to define the 
target audience? 

Social media recruitment campaigns

When you’re defining your audience in the set-up of your Facebook ad campaign, 
you can choose certain interests that your target audience may have. These inte-
rests are not only based on the things that they manually add to their profile, such 
as football, television, cooking, ... . The Facebook algorithm also tracks certain 
behavior to link it to an interest of someone, based for example on the Facebook 
pages they like or interact with, posts they like, comments they give, ... . This 
algorithm also tracks user behavior on the internet as a whole: the sites they visit, 
elements they click on and so on.

There is no fixed amount of interests recommended to include in your targeting 
when defining an audience in the set-up of your Facebook ad campaign. Howe-
ver, a small tip is to keep an eye on the audience definition at the right hand side 
when building the audience, in which you can see the estimated audience size. 
Build your audience accordingly by selecting preferred interests and simply moni-
tor the estimated audience size in order to define a good audience.
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Can you set up Facebook campaigns for every job functi-
on, seniority level, branche, ...? For example freelancers, 
lawyers, highly technical profiles such as engineers, …?

Is recruiting on social media suitable for finding candi-
dates for highly technical positions?

A first tip, and that goes for every function you’re trying to fill, is to really define 
your audience. Think about who the ideal candidate is: where does this person 
live, what experience or education does this person have, what is he or she 
interested in, and so on and so on. Next, you should also put time into creating 
attractive campaign materials (such as copy and visuals) that will really grasp 
the attention of your ideal candidate. Given the content of your recruitment ad, 
you should highlight the benefits of the job and the company to really stand out 
to your competitors. These benefits should evidently be tailored to what your 
ideal candidate considers to be a true benefit. In addition, you should always 
A/B test different elements of your campaign. We strongly recommend this ap-
proach, because it gives you the opportunity to experiment with different things 
in order to detect which works best to attract your target audience.

Yes! You will be able to find every ideal candidate on Facebook or Instagram, if 
you perfect your targeting to match this profile as well as possible. So you can 
definitely use Facebook and Instagram to search for highly technical positions. 
Additionally, we recommend if you’re looking for very specialized candidates, to 
include extra steps or questions in the online application form, such as techni-
cal questions to assess their knowledge and skills. This online application form 
will then be the first step in screening the candidates. To put up recruitment 
ads that use a form in the advertisement itself, you have to select the objective 
lead generation when setting up your campaign. It’s also possible to do the 
first screening on the vacancy page itself by using an online questionnaire or 
chatbot. If you go with that option, you can choose conversions instead of lead 
generation as your ad objective. We at sympl use the latter approach by giving 
visitors of our vacancy pages the opportunity to apply online by filling out the 
online chatbot we build in Typeform.

1
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Are Facebook campaigns good for recruiting for a 
Pharmaceutical company?

Social media recruitment campaigns

Yes! You can use Facebook campaigns to recruit people for any type of compa-
ny. Regardless of the sector you’re active in, your target audience will most likely 
be active on Facebook or Instagram. If you target the right audience and create 
suitable, attractive campaign materials (such as copy or visuals) adapted to the 
ideal candidate profile, you will be able to show your ads to interesting possible 
candidates. However, with that being said, that does not necessarily mean that 
you will hire a candidate that has applied via Facebook or Instagram. You should 
always keep in mind that the location of the workplace, benefits of the job and 
other elements also have an impact on how many (qualitative) candidates you 
will have on your recruitment ad.
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What tips do you have for recruiters who have just started 
with recruiting on social media and do not have an alloca-
ted budget for campaigns?

Show your candidates that you value correct data processing and that you pay 
sufficient attention to this. If your application process is handled by a third party, you 
should make sure that you still have your own privacy statement. It is a legal obliga-
tion; there’s no way around it.

1
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Budget

We’ve got good news for you: You do not need a large budget to start recruiting 
online! One of the first things you need is a vacancy page on your website with 
more information about the function itself, the requirements, the benefits, the 
company and the way to apply for a job. When it comes to recruitment adverti-
sing, which will be the next step, for the creation you also do not need a large 
budget. For example, you can take authentic pictures or even video’s to use as 
visuals in your ads by simply using your smartphone, no need for a professional 
(and expensive) photoshoot! Next, we advise you to start with a 10 euro daily 
budget for your ads. 
If you want to A/B test different elements to figure out what works best for your 
situation and then focus your budget on those successful aspects, you’ll have to 
elevate your budget a little bit. We at sympl always provide a 40 euro daily bud-
get for each campaign so we can A/B test creatives and audiences. This is a real 
advantage of recruiting online, you can manage your budget to the cent! On top 
of that, we have the ideal tool for you: our Financial Facebook Formula which you 
can read more about on page 39.

One of our ultimate guidelines is to implement A/B testing. Meaning that you set-
up an experiment in which only one element differs to determine which version 
of that one element performs best. So you can also set-up an A/B test in order 
to see what social media platform works best for you to attract your ideal can-
didates. In that way you can separately analyze the number of candidates you 
receive on each platform compared to the amount of money you’ve spent in order 
to compare the three Return on Ad Spends (ROAS).

4

Our company’s budget is tight. Do you recommend inves-
ting on Facebook, Instagram or LinkedIn?



Which is best, working with a ‘daily’ budget or a ‘lifetime’ 
budget for an ad campaign?

Social media recruitment campaigns
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When you set up your campaign in Facebook ads manager, you should also 
define your budget. Facebook gives you indeed two options: daily budget or 
lifetime budget.

If you choose the daily budget option, Facebook will only spend the amount 
of money you’ve specified to reach your optimized goals. However, Facebook 
can spend up to 25% over your daily budget on days when better results can 
be achieved through additional spending. At the end of the week, Facebook will 
make sure that it only spends up to 7 times your daily budget and no more. A 
daily budget is recommended if you run a consistent all-time-on campaign or if 
you want to control what your average daily spend is.

The lifetime budget allows you to select an end date for your campaign and a 
total budget to spend until that date. Additionally, you can select certain times of 
the day or certain days of the weeks on which you want Facebook to run your 
ads. The lifetime option is suited for people who have a set total budget and a 
campaign with definitive duration or for people who want to run ads at certain 
times of the day or on certain days of the week.

If you’re first starting with recruiting on Facebook and Instagram, we recom-
mend to use the daily budget as this gives you the opportunity to control your 
average daily spend.



What should be the optimal cost per lead?

When analyzing your campaign, you can take a look at multiple metrics. Cost 
per lead (CPL) - what we call Cost per Application - is one of them, meaning 
the money you have spent divided by the number of leads you’ve gathered. On 
average, we have found that it costs approximately €1 per person that clicks 
on your vacancy ad on Facebook or Instagram. Assuming that between 1% and 
2% of visitors will be compelled to apply, if you’re looking for 20 candidates, 
you’ll need between 1000 and 2000 visitors, which then means your campaign 
will cost between €1000 and €2000. 

This means that your cost per lead is ideally on average between €10 and €20. 
However, it is obvious that the cost per lead differs according to various ele-
ments: the region you’re looking for candidates, the difficulty of filling in the job 
position (given the requirements for example), the specificity of the targeting, 
the ad itself (attractive copy and visual for your ideal candidate), ... . All these 
elements can lower or elevate your cost per lead, so it’s important to keep that 
in mind when analyzing your campaign results.

1
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What is A/B testing?

For how long should you run testing? Which audience 
do you choose?

Social media recruitment campaigns

When you A/B test, you design two or more ads that only differ on one aspect. In 
doing this, your target audience will be split into two groups: A and B. This type of 
testing helps you gain more insight into which version leads to the most conversi-
ons. You can A/B test several aspects of your ad, such as visual A (team picture) 
vs. visual B (office picture), a photo vs. a video, copy A vs. copy B, audience A vs. 
Audience B, audience A vs. audience B, placement A (Facebook Feed) vs. place-
ment B (Instagram Feed). The possibilities are endless!

If you are A/B testing, letting your campaign run for about 30 days is enough for 
testing, analyzing and optimizing. This gives you enough time to check the results 
after the first week, then optimize according to the element which performs best 
and then testing even further. It’s important to note that when you A/B test only 
one element can differ: visual, copy, landing page, audience, placement, ... . So 
test one element every time and then take your best performing one to your next 
experiment in which you A/B test another element. Otherwise you’ll never be able 
to tell why a certain version of your ad works better than another one. Conside-
ring the audience, you should first think about who your ideal candidate is (such 
as experience, area of study, interests, location, ...). It’s always a good idea to 
first map your requirements and then build your audiences. Next, you can trans-
late these requirements in Facebook Ads Manager when you are building your 
audience accordingly.
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How can you use testing to figure out whether the candi-
dates you’re looking for are on Facebook & Instagram?

What works best: a visual or a video?

Simple, you can A/B test the platforms with each other to see if your audience 
is more active on Facebook or on Instagram! When you’re A/B testing, only one 
element can differ in order to keep the test as clean as possible, in this case 
only the platforms (or rather the placements) of your advertising will differ. You 
can simply use Facebook Ads Manager to create two ad sets: one in which you 
choose as placement Facebook Feed (or even stories) and one in which Insta-
gram Feed (or if you choose stories for Facebook, then you’ll choose Instagram 
stories as well) is your placement. Each ad set will have one ad, of which all 
the other elements need to be exactly the same, so you should use the same 
(authentic) visuals, attractive and informative ad copy and the same landing 
page (a.k.a. the vacancy page on your website). Next, you’ll keep a close eye 
on the metrics of both ad sets to see which platform is performing better. Impor-
tant things to take a look at are the reach, click-through-rate and the amount of 
conversions. Whichever platform gets the best results, is the platform which is 
best for you to find your ideal candidates on.

It all depends on what your target audience responds to. So you have to A/B 
test everything in order to find out what works best! If a certain visual is per-
forming well for one campaign, that does not mean that it will also work well in 
another campaign. Given the fact that the difference in job function, region and 
other elements also differentiates your target audience. Regardless of that, if 
you’re just starting with recruiting on Facebook and Instagram, a single visual 
might be more straightforward to A/B test. Although there are an infinite amount 
of user-friendly tools out there to craft your perfect ad creative, be it a video or 
a visual. These include Canva, BeFunky or VideoShop.

1
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There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

01.ejkelj

Tracking & analyzing

03.



What is the Facebook Pixel and how do I install this on 
my website?

How can I analyze testing results? Can I do this 
through Facebook?

Targeting & analyzing

The Facebook Pixel is a tiny snippet of code that you can add to your website. 
When a site visitor performs clicks, scrolls, or moves around, the pixel is triggered 
to store all relevant data connected to that particular action. The visitor, howe-
ver, does not see, hear, or notice the information-hoarding little pixel in any way.  
This makes it easier to target better when advertising, for example if you want 
to re-target visitors from your vacancy page, who have not yet applied. You can 
read more about installing the Facebook Pixel here.

Three useful tools for analyzing your test results are: Facebook Ads Manager, 
Google Analytics, and Google Tag Manager. Facebook Ads Manager is good en-
ough if you’re a self-proclaimed newbie, as it gives you interesting metrics to ana-
lyze, such as reach, click through rate, conversions and cost per lead. If you want 
to dig a little deeper then you can use Google Analytics to measure all the details, 
such as the number of visitors of your vacancy page from different channels. You 
can ask your developer to install the piece of code which is essential to install if 
you want to use Google Analytics, or read the constructions here yourself. A tip is 
to take a look at our data-driven recruitment whitepaper, in which we explain all 
the necessary steps of the installation. 

If you want to go even further, you can take a look at Google Tag Manager. This 
tool helps you to easily add HTML and javascript tags to your website, moreover 
it makes the installation of the Facebook Pixel and Google Analytics a lot easier. 
You can, for example, link a tag that reports how many visitors had your website 
on screen for at least 30 seconds before closing it. It goes without saying how 
such a tag can contribute to some handy insights. Read more about installing 
Google Tag Manager here.
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What are the top 3 KPIs to look at after running your first 
campaign?

The three KPI’s you should be on the lookout after running your first campaign 
are: click-through-rate (CTR), number of applications over total reach (number 
of candidates per 1,000 views or APMI), and return on ad spend (ROAS).

The click-through-rate (CTR) metric calculates the percentage of users who 
have clicked on the ad or went to the vacancy page in relation to the number of 
impressions (= the number of times your ad has been shown to the audience). 
This includes clicks to the vacancy page as well as clicks on the ad itself. To 
know the CTR of solely the clicks to the vacancy page you should look at the 
Unique CTR (Link Clicks) in Facebook Ad Manager and in LinkedIn Campaign 
Manager you divide the ‘Clicks to Landing Page’ by the number of impressions 
x 100%. This metric is important to track, as it gives you more information about 
how interested people are in your vacancy ad, expressed in their click behavior.

When you want to dig a little deeper, the number of applications over total 
reach is another interesting metric. This KPI can be calculated by dividing the 
number of candidates you have by the number of views you had on the ad ex-
pressed in units of 1,000. This metric will tell you more about how many people 
are actually applying for your vacancy, in relation to how many people have 
viewed your ad.

If you’re looking for a KPI that says something more about your budget, then 
the ROAS or return on ad spend is an interesting metric to consider. As this is 
a method to calculate what the result is of the advertisement which you spent 
money on, for example your total spendage on an advertising platform divided 
by the number of applications (term is comparable to the more famous Return 
on Investment or ROI).

1
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Is 5 a good conversion rate?

Targeting & analyzing

A conversion rate consists 
of the number of applicati-
ons divided by the number 
of vacancy page visits; mul-
tiplied by 100 to express it 
as a percentage. Now, what 
is a good conversion ratio? 
Unfortunately, there is no 
magical number to tell you 
that. Sources mention ratios 
such as 11%, but the most 
important thing is that you 
put your conversion ratio in 
context. For example, you 
might ‘only’ have a conver-
sion rate of 1%, but if this 
1% exists out of solely qua-
litative candidates, then 1% 
is a nice number. On the 
contrary, if you have a con-
version rate of 10% but can 
actually throw more than 
half of those candidates in 
the trash to put it roughly, 
then ‘10%’ does not really 
get you anywhere.
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There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

01.ejkelj

Tips & tricks

04.

Facebook Ads Library

Financial Facebook 
Formula

1
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How can I analyze competitors to create a successful 
recruiting campaign?

Do you need specific credentials to access the  
  Facebook Ads Library? How can you get to the  
Facebook Ads library?

Tips & Tricks

Competitors are your greatest asset when it comes to crafting your own cam-
paign, so “steal” with pride! Start off by making an extensive list of your compe-
titors, then proceed to analyze their recruitment activities. Check out their open 
vacancies and job pages, analyze how they communicate across different plat-
forms. What times of day do they post? And how often? What types of content 
get the most likes and comments? Also make sure to check out the Facebook 
Ads Library to view their current running ads. This will definitely be a source of 
inspiration when you are creating your own Facebook advertisement campaign!

No, you do not need any credentials to access it, anyone can access the Face-
book Ads Library for free. You can view the Facebook Ads Library here. You can 
use this handy tool to look at Facebook ad campaigns from your competitors or 
to simply gain inspiration for when you’re crafting your own ads.
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How can I determine a budget for my Facebook cam-
paign?

Our Financial Facebook Formula allows you to calculate your total budget ac-
cording to the amount of candidates you’re looking for, the estimated number of 
people that will click on your vacancy on Facebook and the estimated number 
of people who’ve visited your vacancy and will actually apply. Then you can di-
vide this total budget over the amount of days you want to run your recruitment 
advertising campaign and you have your daily budget.

1
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FFF - Financial Facebook 
Formula
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rt_4b960Bcne0ugVuMlOfpDAMDlPFmj5H4KETCMc9ck/edit?usp=sharing


There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

01.ejkelj

sympl software

05.

Benefits

Campaign set-up
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What is the difference between using an advertising/re-
cruiting agency and using the sympl software?

Is it necessary to download Analytics, Tag Manager 
and Data Studio if we use the sympl software?

sympl software

There are several differences between the sympl software and a regular recrui-
ting agency. For starters, the latter will yield low reach, high costs, you won’t be 
able to develop your employer branding as much, and you most likely won’t be 
reaching passive candidates. On the contrary, the sympl software can help you 
reach over 300,000 people per vacancy, we offer a friendlier price, as well as the 
possibility to reach passive candidates, the opportunity to boost your employer 
branding and last but definitely not least our easy-to-use software in which you 
can manage your vacancy text, ad creation (copy and visuals), targeting, chatbot, 
candidates, results dashboard and settings in one platform. On top of that, our 
software analyzes over 11 million data points each month to use our data-driven 
approach to recruitment to guarantee you the best results possible.

None of that is necessary, as everything is right at your fingertips in our software 
platform! The sympl software tracks everything using those tools from your cam-
paign at the back end. Every important result is neatly visualized for you in our 
handy social media dashboard, where you can also track your campaign’s per-
formance and budget. If you use our software, you don’t have to lose sleep over 
complex installation processes.
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I have had a negative experience with Facebook Ads. How 
is the sympl platform different or better?

If I want to use the free trial of the sympl software, do I 
need to install the Facebook Pixel first?

The sympl software lets you create and launch your recruitment campaigns 
with zero marketing experience. You can create everything in the app: your 
vacancy page (which will be uploaded on our site and used as landing page 
for your ads), your ads (copy and visuals with your logo and company colors), 
and add your own questions for the online interview chatbot. Our software then 
publishes the created ads to Facebook, Instagram and even LinkedIn if you 
want to. You don’t need to use Facebook Ads Manager or LinkedIn Campaign 
manager, as you only need our easy-to-use software to create and publish your 
campaign. What’s more, you can keep track of and view all your candidates in 
the candidate dashboard in our software, as well as analyze your campaign re-
sults in the social media dashboard. We have run more than 7,000 recruitment 
campaigns, which gives us tons of data that you can benefit from. But also our 
algorithm, as it continually evaluates which advertisement works best in order 
to allocate the budget every 6 hours to the best working ad.

No, we have bundled everything that you need in our sympl software platform. 
This means that you can access your vacancy page, advertisements, chatbot, 
candidates, results dashboard and settings all in one place. You can create 
your vacancy page, advertisements and chatbot questions in our software itself, 
no need to use the related social media platforms for the set-up. Hence, you do 
not need to install the Facebook Pixel, as you will symply create everything and 
even publish your campaign on our platform.

1
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You guys also host a webinar on this topic, is there 
any way I can view the recordings?

Does the sympl software support other languages?

sympl software

Yes we’ve not only bundled our knowledge and expertise about recruiting on Fa-
cebook and Instagram in this handy Q&A document, but we also host an online 
webinar about this! If you’ve sadly missed our webinar, we do have great news 
for you: you can watch the recordings of this and other webinars in the sympl 
Academy. Pro tip: Once you’ve started your free trial and have access to our 
software, you can immediately take a look at all our features and test them out for 
yourself!

Yes, our software itself is available for users in English. For now, we already 
support campaigns in Dutch, English, French, German, Polish. However, you can 
create your own campaigns in any language you want, or even let us create your 
campaign in your preferred language.
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Can you at sympl create a campaign for us?

Does the sympl software address the need for a regional 
approach?

Does the sympl software change the campaign ad daily?

Yes, through the sympl software and with the extensive knowhow of our online 
recruitment experts, we can help create and publish your recruitment campaign 
for you. If you like to take matters in your own hands, you can build your own 
campaign (vacancy text, visuals and copy for the ads, chatbot questions, ...), all 
together in our easy to use sympl software. When you’re ready for launch, you 
can then publish your campaign to Facebook & Instagram (and even LinkedIn if 
you want to) in a few easy clicks!

Yes, our sympl software lets you create your campaign the way you want. You 
have full control over your vacancy text, advertisements, chatbot and targeting. 
When you set your targeting, you can simply add the location you want to target 
in and select the desired radius in km starting from 15km (for recruitment cam-
paigns)! This allows you to really narrow down the locations you want to look 
for candidates if you’re looking for a very regional approach.

Our sympl software uses machine learning to optimize campaigns for the best 
results. Our software analyses 11 million data points every month to keep on 
perfectioning itself. As a result, we analyze the behavior of visitors and candi-
dates daily and automatically optimize the campaign based on our data analy-
sis. As a result, the budget is automatically reallocated every 6 hours.

1
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There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

01.ejkelj

Glossary

A/B testing: A/B testing means that you set up an experiment in which you test two 
different versions of an element (version A and version B) by showing one version to 
one group and the other version to another group. For example, you create an ad with 
a picture from your office (A) and a picture of a team activity (B), all other elements 
such as the copy of the ad and the landing page are completely the same. As a result, 
you can test which version performs best by comparing the metrics of version A and 
version B.

Conversion: When you set up a Facebook ad campaign, you can choose the objec-
tive conversion. By using this objective, people will immediately land on your landing 
page of choice (for example your vacancy page) after they have clicked on your ad-
vertisement. In comparison to the objective lead generation, conversion has a smaller 
loss of people that have seen your ad and ultimately did not apply.

Conversion rate: The conversion rate consists out of the number of conversions you 
have, in relation to how many conversions there could have been. In recruitment that 
means the number of applications in relation to the number of visitors of your vacancy 
page. We’ve put this in a handy formula: applications / vacancy page visits * 100.

Cost per Lead (CPL): Cost per lead (CPL) is a metric you can use to analyze the 
performance of your recruitment campaign. CPL stands for the money you have spent 
divided by the number of leads you’ve gathered, and then multiplied by 100 to express 
it as a percentage.

Lead: A lead in online recruitment is a person that has applied for the vacancy. This 
person is one step further in the recruitment funnel than a person who has just visited 
your vacancy page.

Lead generation: Lead generation is an objective that you can choose when setting 
up a Facebook ad campaign. If you select this objective, people will have to fill out 
a form on Facebook itself, the lead generation form after they have clicked on your 
advertisement.
 
Return on Ad Spend (ROAS): A method to calculate what the result is of a certain 
advertisement which you spent money on, for example your total spendage on an ad-
vertising platform divided by the number of applications (term is comparable to ROI).

Traffic: Traffic is, next to for example lead generation and conversions, also a possi-
ble ad goal or objective when setting up your Facebook ad campaign. This objective 
will let you choose a website page on which people will land after they have clicked on 
your advertisement. This goal tracks the landing page views as the main metric, in-
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There’s much more to the design of a vacancy page than meets the eye. Building a 
website and stuffing it with attractive copy just won’t cut it. To make your vacancy 
page a success, you need to consider a few more factors! A simple, intuitive ap-
plication process that makes a solid first impression on your candidates is just as 
important.

Go through this checklist to find out where you score and where you can improve 
your vacancy page.

HELP! 
HOW DO I CREATE A  
SUCCESSFUL VACANCY PAGE?

Ever put off recruiting on Facebook & Instagram just because of how 
complex it seemed? From the outside, looking in, it can definitely feel like 
that. Which is why our data-driven recruitment experts are here to help. 

We have thought of all the possible questions that might go through your 
head and answered them all in one neat document. 

From setting up your Facebook business account, to allocating the right 
budget and analyzing your A/B testing results (Yes, we also explain what 
that is!), we’ll give you the rundown on the ‘ins and outs’ of recruiting on 
Facebook & Instagram. Just what you need, right?

All your questions about recruiting on 
Facebook & Instagram answered!

Q&A How to recruit on  
Facebook & Instagram

sympl is a Belgian scale-up that helps companies reach their ideal 
candidates through targeted ads on social media (in short, we give 
recruiters superpowers). Our SaaS solution (software as a service), 
will help you set up your first recruitment campaign on Facebook, 
Instagram and LinkedIn in under 30 minutes. sympl enough, right? 

The sympl software also offers a variety of tools, where you can 
create your vacancy page, allocate your budget, and tweak and 
add your own questions to an interactive chatbot designed to keep 
your applicants how they should be –engaged!

The best part? The sympl software is constantly collecting data 
on your campaign (which you can easily access on your analytics 
dashboard), and knows when to optimize it for you. The power of 
AI, at your (recruiting) fingertips!

Just like that (and with several years of experience), we have built 
a dynamic process that monitors the entire recruitment process, 
from the very first click, to the very last handshake with the perfect 
candidate. 

Ready to start recruiting on Facebook & In-
stagram with the help of the sympl soft-
ware? 
 
Start your free 14-day trial of the sympl soft-
ware here!

P.S.  Did we miss some questions? Or have some of your own? 
Book an online meeting with us here. 
Or get in touch with one of our founders. 

Mark Herman
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markgkherman/

Steven Pyck
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevenpyck/

https://recruit.sympl.be/recruitment-software?utm_source=sympl&utm_medium=paid-media-q-&-a-ads&utm_campaign=q-a-recruiting-fb-insta&utm_term=q-a-start-free-trial-cover-page
https://calendly.com/sympl-demo/demo-with-sympl-recruiting-tool?utm_source=sympl&utm_medium=paid-media-q-&-a-ads&utm_campaign=q-a-recruiting-fb-insta&utm_term=q-a-calendly-link-schedule-demo-cover-page
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markgkherman/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevenpyck/
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